Abstract-Query optimization and indexing have an immense impact on database optimization. This has been considered in many different perspectives which provide several different solutions in each case. The purpose of this paper is to primarily provide a comprehensive review and discussion of the core problems through the research on query optimization technology and indexing, based on a number of optimization techniques commonly used in the general approach of a query. A new database optimization model is designed and experiments show that this model can significantly reduce the amount of query execution time to improve the optimization efficiency. Regardless of research on the database optimization model, significant work has been done to comparatively evaluate three scenarios; non-optimized query, optimized query without following any optimization standard, and optimized query via proposed optimization model using the same experimental methodology. Further, this paper describes a benchmark that was developed specifically for the purpose of measuring the quantitative evaluations of the proposed database optimization model.
INTRODUCTION
The research of optimizing database systems has been an ongoing process where Database Management Systems (DBMS) have been evolving rapidly [1] . With the enhancing and growing applications, data queries are increasingly complex, and thus the need for efficiency requests are increasingly high. Due to that, processing optimized queries is a key concern when it comes to optimizing a database management system. To find what factors affected the efficiency of database queries, and to come up with a proper Database Optimization Model which provides necessary instructions to follow in different situations in a database management system, little research has been conducted based on the following: Query Optimization and Indexing [2] , [3] , [15] .
Based on the experimental Results of testing the proposed Database Optimization Model, a new benchmark has been introduced which calculates the maximum number of queries that can be executed simultaneously on a database. Web services are used for the purpose of storing data. In simple terms, the database resides in the cloud, so that it has the centralized access from any location and also fault tolerance, backups and other security aspects are no longer a burden to the user. This paper is organized as follows: Section II illustrates work related to this research area. The methodology of the conducted research is explained in Section III. The findings and evidence of the research are presented in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion and the future works are stated in the final part.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY new algorithm is designed through the research on query optimization technology, based on a number of optimization algorithms commonly used in distributed query, a new algorithm is designed, which can significantly reduce the amount of intermediate result data, effectively reduce the network communication cost, to improve the optimal efficiency [2] . This is a research on producing an algorithm to improve the efficiency of database by using query optimization, but the research is not focusing on the use of indexing.
Lin Hong, Zhuhai, Mingda Lu and Weiting Hong on "A Business Computing System Optimization Research on the Efficiency of Database Queries", discuss the performance evaluation, measurement and business computing system optimization based on some experiment researches on the efficiency of database queries [3] and not considering about the use of indexing.
Ivo Jimenez, Jeff LeFevre et-al. on "Benchmarking Online Index-Tuning Algorithms", they outline the development of a performance benchmark for the specific problem of online index tuning [4] and not considering about the query optimization techniques.
Surajit Chaudhuri, Vivek Narasayya on "Self-Tuning Database Systems: A Decade of Progress", propose advances in self-tuning database systems over the past decade and it primarily focuses on the problem of automated physical database design [5] . P. Karthik, G. Thippa Reddy and E. Kaari Vanan on "Tuning the SQL Query in order to Reduce Time Consumption", present a new query optimization method which gives the high performance of the system and less stress on the database when data transmission occurs and the efficient usage of a database engine with reduced memory requirements [6] .
According to the above literature reviews which are related to database optimization in the area of rational databases, there is still a need for further improvement in the field of both the indexing and parallel query optimization parallel. This paper has achieved optimization output using both the techniques when it comes to data retrieval for any real time application.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Even though there are a vast number of fields which relate to Database Optimization, this research is focused on Query Optimization and Indexing [7] . As the previous section explained, even though plenty of query optimization and indexing techniques are available recently [16] , [17] , due to situational dependencies of above mentioned optimization techniques, still there is a possibility of getting an unnecessary burden and as well as an added risk, when these optimization techniques are used inappropriately [9] , [10] , [11] . As a solution for this research problem, a convenient Database Optimization Model was introduced, which will provide a precise standard to follow up when applying optimization techniques mostly related to query optimization and indexing [12] , [13] , [14] .
Queries have been tested on three main scenarios in order to evaluate the proposed database optimization model which is shown in (Fig.2) to prove that it is productive and practical in real-time environment. These queries have been tested and simulated using the phpMyAdmin Graphical User Interface (GUI) software. MYSQL is run on Intel® Core™ i7, 8GB RAM.
Scenarios can be sequentially discussed as follows. With respect to above mentioned scenarios, the query can be generated as following. According to the query specified in above figure (Fig.1) , each and every query line can be described in order to satisfy the proposed database optimization model (Fig.2) 1. Enable profiling by setting it to 1. 2. Select the donor name, donation quantity and product name from the donors, donations and products In order to test the three scenarios, 1500 records have been used from three main tables namely, Donors table, Donations   table and Items table. One-blood System has been used for the purpose of testing in real-time environment. The test results were obtained with respect to the number of queries that were executed simultaneously by the database. Hence in each scenario the test results were taken while changing this factor (number of queries executed simultaneously from 1 to 10. Profiling has been used to measure the execution time of the queries that were executed concurrently. Typically the query execution time is a very small value which comes in milliseconds. Hence in order to obtain a considerable difference between these three tested scenarios, the frequency has been calculated by taking one over execution time.
Frequency = 1/Execution Time
(1)
The tasks that followed in this phase can be summarized as below; 
IV. RESEARCH FINDINGS & DISCUSSION
The following broad analysis of the test results will prove that the proposed Database Optimization Model is fruitful in real-time environment. Further justifications along with the qualitative and quantitative evaluations have been performed on three scenarios as mentioned earlier.
Following table 1 shows the three scenarios, with respect to yaxis. Normally the execution time produced by the database is a small value. To take a considerable value gap between execution time, (Eq. 1) has been used to produce the frequency which resembles execution time. Sequentially the scenarios for the y-axis can be described as following.
Y1-Test result with query optimization procedure Frequency Y2-Test result without query optimization procedure Frequency Y3-Non optimized query Frequency Relevant frequency calculations for the above mentioned scenarios can be tabulated as follows.
Step 1
•Obtain the test results
Step 2
•Plot the graph
Step 3
•Analyze the graph and test results
Step 4
•Introducing a new benchmark model. The x-axis of the above chart represents the number of queries that were executed simultaneously by the database (no. of occurrences). The y-axis represents the frequency of the relevant query set. This chart illustrates that the proposed Database Optimization Model provides the best results.
According to the chart, it was identified that the plotted graphs based on the practical values, inherit the properties of a hyperbola. Hence it is legitimate to say that n -number of occurrences approaches infinity when the f -frequency approaches to zero.
Based on these assumptions and concepts, the conducted research has been led towards introducing a new benchmark which will calculate the maximum number of occurrences when the frequency approaches the minimum. • T D is a constant which proves that logically as well, since it does not matter how well the query is optimized, still the time that will take to select the database will be the same.
• T N has a constant value within a particular scenario, but varies across different scenarios.
The way of deriving the benchmark model can be illustrated as follows,
Since n goes to infinity when f goes to 0, to obtain an exact value for n, limits has been applied to the final equation while f goes to 1. By deriving this equation final result would be the newly introduced benchmark that calculates the maximum number of query executions that can be occur simultaneously when having the minimum frequency. According to derivation the simplified benchmark equation can be present as following. 
In order to prove that the newly invented benchmark provides accurate results, it has been tested and verified under practical values in a real-time test scenario. With the use of this newly introduced benchmark, the proposed database optimization model has been evaluated with quantitative measures as follows. The below calculation shows the maximum number of occurrences that can be calculated in the second scenario. ( T n -Constant T n value for the second scenario)
T D = 0.000154
The following calculation shows the maximum number of occurrences that can be calculated for the proposed database optimization model. (T n -Constant T n value for the first scenario)
From the above calculations, it is confirmed that the proposed database optimization model provides the best results out of the rest. Based on these evaluations it is confirmed that the proposed Database Optimization Model provides an accurate, efficient and effective solution for the identified research problem.
V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
The proposed Database Optimization Model is to perform Query Optimization and Indexing in accordance with the query procedures that differ from one situation to another. The advantage of the proposed model is that it is simple to process and gives out the best performance as the model instructs how to use the query optimization and indexing techniques based on the approach of the query to be optimized. The deficiency is that the model does not consider how to optimize the stored query procedures further to reduce the network communication costs. This paper designs a new database optimization framework along with a benchmark model, which calculates the maximum number of queries that can be executed simultaneously by the database, and also which defines a function to determine the optimization benefits of the proposed database optimization model. Experimental results show after comparing with the general optimization techniques without following a proper optimization standard, the proposed database optimization model has higher optimization efficiency, significantly reduces the amount of intermediate result data, and eventually reduces the total cost of the network communications.
For database optimization, previous researchers have been demonstrated many query optimization procedures according to their vision. Unfortunately, there are not proper ways to apply them in the real-time environment. Nevertheless, this proposed benchmark model gives an opportunity to apply the concept to the real world scenarios. This model is mainly focused on scenarios where data retrieved from the database using the SELECT statement. For further enhancements the optimization models can be introduced for INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements as well.
